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1. Abstract 
The aim of the proposal is a study of ripples and megaripples, which are characteristic sand bedforms 
found on Earth and Mars. Our collaboration, involving geomorphologists and physicists, will combine 
field and wind-tunnel measurements with mathematical modeling in a single coordinated effort to 
quantitatively understand aeolian transport mechanisms creating these structures. During the first year 
of the project we have completed all the planed tasks: starting the field experiment at Nahal Kasuy, 
modeling of normal ripples on Mars using COMSALT model, preparing and calibrating the instruments 
for wind tunnel experiments, developing the analytical theory of megaripples. First results of the field 
study in Nahal Kasuy show different grain size distribution along the crest of mature (developed) 
megaripples. In the highest points the content of the very coarse sand (> 500 μm) is higher and the 
armoring layer is thicker. From the first wind tunnel experiments under different wind speeds (6.5 – 12 
m/s), our results indicate on two mechanisms of  megaripple destruction depending on the size of 
coarse grains constituting the armoring layer, and on the megaripple height. The modeling of normal 
ripples on Mars using COMSALT model were published in Yizhaq et al. (2013). The results indicate that 
ripples with properties similar to those observed at Eagle Crater can be developed by the impact 
mechanism at shear velocities far below the fluid threshold. The analytical theory rationalizes this 
observation as a consequence of strong non-equilibrium conditions, which are predicted to be 
characteristic of megaripples on Earth, and even more pronounced on Mars. The integration of 
theoretical and experimental studies, and the multitude of complementary experimental methods and 
modeling approaches, will provide a comprehensive understanding of the formation and (co-)evolution 
of ripples and megaripples on Earth and Mars. 
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In  
this 
desert  
you find many 
evil spirits. Who  
meets them is doomed 
to perish.There are no birds  
above this desert and no animals 
beneath it. In all directions, as far as  
the eye can reach trying to catch a trace,  
you find nothing to hold on, except for the  
rotten bones of wayfarers that mark your way. 

   Fa Xian about the Taklimakan desert (400 A.D.)  

Instead of finding chaos, the observer never fails to be amazed at a simplicity of 
form, an exactitude of repetition and geometric order unknown in nature  

on a scale larger than that of crystalline structure. In places,  
vast accumulations of sand weighing millions of tons move  

inexorably, in regular formations, over the surface 
 of the country, growing, retaining their shape, 

 even breeding, in a manner which, by its 
 grotesque imitation of life, is 

 vaguely disturbing to the 
 imaginative mind. 

Ralph Bagnold 
(1941) 
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To investigate quantitatively the dynamical mechanisms lead-
ing to the ripple instability, we have also performed simulations
starting from a modulated bed whose topography follows a si-
nusoidal profile of given wavenumber k and of small initial
amplitude

!!Ẑ
!!ð0Þ. The phase and the modulation amplitude!!Ẑ

!!ðtÞ are measured as a function of time, by a simple Fourier
transform of the elevation profile at the wavenumber k. As
expected for a linear instability, the growth or the decay of the
disturbance can be fitted to an exponential of the form!!Ẑ
!!ðtÞ=

!!Ẑ
!!ð0Þeσt (Fig. S1), which gives the growth rate σ. The

resulting dispersion relation σðkÞ, obtained for each wind ve-
locity, is typical of a long-wave instability (Fig. 3A): small
wavenumbers (large wavelengths) are unstable (σ > 0), whereas
large wavenumbers (small wavelengths) are stable (σ < 0). The
most unstable mode, determined by the wavenumber that max-
imizes σ, coincides with the wavenumber 2π=λ of the pattern that
spontaneously emerges from a flat sediment bed.

Destabilizing Effect of Reptation. We have determined the contri-
bution of the grains in reptation to the growth rate by selecting
the grains with a hop height smaller than 3d and measuring the
difference between deposition and erosion rates. As shown in
Fig. 3B, we find that reptation has a destabilizing effect (σ > 0)
and contributes to σðkÞ linearly in k. The ratio σ=k is homoge-
neous to an erosion/deposition rate and has therefore the di-
mension of a velocity. This linear scaling in k must then originate
from a characteristic value of such a rate associated with repta-
tion. To determine it, we have measured the vertical flux density
profile φðzÞ, defined as the volume of the grains crossing a unit
horizontal surface at altitude z per unit time (SI Text). φðzÞ
systematically presents a maximum at the surface of the static
bed (Fig. S3), which defines the basal erosion/deposition rate φb.
The scaling properties of sand ripples directly originate from an
unexpected dependence of φb on the wind speed, which must
therefore be discussed in detail.
The vertical flux density profile φðzÞ reveals the existence of

a yet unnoticed interfacial layer separating the saltation zone
from the static bed (Fig. S3). In this layer, which is a few grain
sizes thick, the grain volume fraction is close to that of the static
bed, and midair collisions are frequent (27–30). As evidenced by
the large collision probability in this layer (Fig. S3A), only a small
fraction of the grains arriving from the upper transport layer
truly impact the static bed: most of them actually bounce back
before. Because of these collisions, the shear stress carried by the
grains is transferred from a kinetic form, i.e., a flux of momen-
tum associated with a particle flux, to a contact stress. As the
typical grain velocity in this layer is set by φb, the associated
collisional stress scales as ∼ ρpφ

2
b. In a situation of steady and

homogeneous transport, this stress must balance the grain-borne
shear stress in the upper transport layer, which scales with ρf and

with the square of the excess shear velocity δu= up − uth. The
basal erosion/deposition rate therefore varies as

φb ∼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ρf
#
ρp

q
ðup − uthÞ; [1]

in agreement with the numerical data computed with differ-
ent values of the ratios up=uth and ρp=ρf (SI Text) (Fig. 2B). This
scaling law is found to hold even close to the threshold (Fig. S3B),
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Fig. 1. Ripples emerging from a flat bed in a simulation ðu*=uth = 3Þ. (A) Large-scale view of the system composed of 45,000 grains in a quasi 2D xyz box of
respective dimensions 3,400  d × 1  d × 1,000  d. Periodic boundary conditions are used in the x (wind) direction. The results presented here are obtained for
a density ratio ρp=ρf = 500, a grain Reynolds number R=d=ν

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðρp=ρf − 1Þgd

q
= 22 (ν is the air kinematic viscosity), and shear velocities in the range

u*=uth =1‒5. The colored background codes for the wind velocity; see wind profile (on the left). (B) Close-up view at the scale of the ripple wavelength,
featuring saltation trajectories, with hop height between 15 and 30d. The average resonant trajectory is shown in red. (C) Zoom at the level of the interfacial.
A collision between a grain in saltation (orange) and a grain in reptation (green) is sketched.
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Fig. 2. Selection of ripple wavelength and propagation speed. Blue circles,
data consistently deduced from the most unstable mode of the dispersion
relation and measured starting from a flat sand bed; red squares, experimental
data (8). (A) Ripple wavelength λ as a function of the wind shear velocity u*
(left axis). Yellow triangles, ratio of the saltation flux qs to the erosion/
deposition rate φb (right axis). (B) Propagation velocity c as a function of u* (left
axis). Yellow triangles, erosion/deposition rate φb, measured for many values of
density ratios ρp=ρf and grain Reynolds numbers Re (right axis). Dashed lines,
linear fits to the data. Statistical error bars are of the size of the symbols.
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Aeolian sand beds exhibit regular patterns of ripples resulting
from the interaction between topography and sediment trans-
port. Their characteristics have been so far related to reptation
transport caused by the impacts on the ground of grains entrained
by the wind into saltation. By means of direct numerical simu-
lations of grains interacting with a wind flow, we show that the
instability turns out to be driven by resonant grain trajectories,
whose length is close to a ripple wavelength and whose splash
leads to a mass displacement toward the ripple crests. The pattern
selection results from a compromise between this destabilizing
mechanism and a diffusive downslope transport which stabilizes
small wavelengths. The initial wavelength is set by the ratio of
the sediment flux and the erosion/deposition rate, a ratio which
increases linearly with the wind velocity. We show that this scaling
law, in agreement with experiments, originates from an interfacial
layer separating the saltation zone from the static sand bed,
where momentum transfers are dominated by midair collisions.
Finally, we provide quantitative support for the use of the
propagation of these ripples as a proxy for remote measurements
of sediment transport.

aeolian transport | wind ripples | resonance | self-organization

Observers have long recognized that wind ripples (1, 2) do not
form via the same dynamical mechanism as dunes (3). Cur-

rent explanations ascribe their emergence to a geometrical effect
of solid angle acting on sediment transport. The motion of grains
transported in saltation is composed of a series of asymmetric
trajectories (4–7) during which they are accelerated by the wind.
These grains, in turn, decelerate the airflow inside the transport
layer (1, 7–12). On hitting the sand bed, they release a splash-like
shower of ejected grains that make small hops from the point of
impact (1, 13, 14). This process is called reptation. Previous wind
ripple models assume that saltation is insensitive to the sand bed
topography and forms a homogeneous rain of grains approach-
ing the bed at a constant oblique angle (15–20). Upwind-sloping
portions of the bed would then be submitted to a higher im-
pacting flux than downslopes (1). With a number of ejecta pro-
portional to the number of impacting grains, this effect would
produce a screening instability with an emergent wavelength λ
determined by the typical distance over which ejected grains are
transported (15–17), a few grain diameters d. However, observed
sand ripple wavelengths are about 1,000 times larger than d,
on Earth. The discrepancy is even more pronounced on Mars,
where regular ripples are 20–40 times larger than those on
a typical Earth sand dune (21, 22). Moreover, the screening
scenario predicts a wavelength independent of the wind shear
velocity up, in contradiction with field and wind tunnel mea-
surements that exhibit a linear dependence of λ with up (23–25).

Model
To unravel the dynamical mechanisms resolving these discrep-
ancies, we perform direct numerical simulations of a granular
bed submitted to a turbulent shear flow. This flow is driven by
a turbulent shear stress ρf u2p imposed far from the bed, where ρf
denotes air density or more generally that of the fluid consti-
tuting the atmosphere. The grains, of density ρp, are subject to
gravity g and interact through contact forces. Based on the work

presented in ref. 26, we explicitly implement a two-way coupling
between a discrete element method for the particles and a
continuum Reynolds averaged description of hydrodynamics,
coarse-grained at a scale larger than the grain size. This coupling
occurs by means of drag and Archimedes forces in the equations of
motion of the grains and via a body force term in the Reynolds
averaged Navier–Stokes equations (SI Text). This method enables
us to perform runs over long periods of time using a large 2D
spatial domain, while keeping the whole complexity of the granular
phase (Movie S1). In particular, we do not have to introduce
a splash function to describe reptation: the ejecta generated by
a grain that collides with the sediment bed are directly obtained
from the interaction of the particles with their neighbors in contact.

Results
Sand Ripple Instability. Starting from a flat sediment bed, dis-
turbed only by the randomness in the granular arrangement, one
observes in the simulations the emergence and the propagation
of ripples (Fig. 1, Fig. S1, and Movie S2). Tracking the grain
trajectories, one can see that the saltation rain above the rippled
bed is strongly modulated (Fig. 1B). As observed in experiments
(Fig. S2), grains in saltation preferentially hit the bed upwind of
the ripple crests. As ejected grains make small hops, the repta-
tion flux tends to be enhanced on the windward side and reduced
on the lee side. This results in a net transport from the troughs
toward the crests that amplifies topographic disturbances, hence
the instability. The spontaneous ripple pattern has a wavelength
λ and a propagation speed c, both varying linearly with the im-
posed wind shear velocity (Fig. 2), in agreement with experi-
mental observations (23–25). Both λ and c are found to vanish
when up tends to the threshold value uth, above which sediment
transport takes place. The key issue addressed in this article is
the origin of these scaling laws, which results from the interplay
between saltation and reptation transport modes.

Significance

Wind ripples decorate the flanks of dunes in amazingly regular
patterns, on both Earth and Mars. Their emergence at a wave-
length much larger than the grain size is currently unexplained.
We report direct numerical simulations of grains interacting
with a wind flow that are, for the first time to our knowledge,
able to reproduce the spontaneous growth of ripples with an
initial wavelength and a propagation velocity linearly increasing
with the wind speed. We propose a new formation mechanism,
involving resonant grain trajectories tuned with the ripple
wavelength. We also show that the product of the ripple wave-
length and velocity is a proxy for the sediment flux, opening a
promising perspective from which to perform remote measure-
ments of sand mass transfers, on Mars in particular.
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lyzed data, and wrote the paper.
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“Fearless engineers write gigantic codes that are supposed to produce 
solutions to the equations: they do not care the least (when they are 
conscious of the problem, which unfortunately seldom seems to be the 
case) that what they study are not the Navier-Stokes equations, but just 
the computer code they produced. […] Statements to the contrary are not 
rare, and they may appear even on the news: but they are wrong.”            

G. Gallavotti (2004)   

$1000000 Millenium Problem

@t~v + ~v ·r~v = �rP̃ + ⌫r2~v , r · ~v = 0



Structurally Robust:                                  
Symmetries ➔ Conservation Laws 

Structurally Critical:                                  
Symmetry Breaking ➔ Emergence

turbulent SB, broken scale-invariance, sorting 

What matters

Fundamental Physical Principles



Turbulent Symmetry Breaking

height profile  
h(x)

wind strengthBernoulli

turbulence

wind strength

J. C. R. Hunt & coworkers, 1975-90 



Turbulent Symmetry Breaking

height profile  
h(x)

wind strength

wind

deposition @ crest —> growth instability



Are all wavelengths unstable?



Are All Dunes Alike?

“Barchan”



Broken Scale Invariance
Gerd Sauermann

Sauermann, Rognon, Poliakov, Herrmann, Geomorphology 36, 47 (2000)

friction

“splash”

Emergent Mesoscale:
“SATURATION LENGTH” ~
grain-size x density-ratio20 cm



FIGURE 2. Panel a) shows a side view snapshot of a fully
developed barchan dune with mass m = 13 g. The glass beads
appear white in front of a dark background. In panel b) the
border of the dune is drawn as a black line. Five characteristic
points of a barchan are shown as dots, and the length L and the
height H are plotted as double arrows.

27000.
After the flume is filled with distilled water, glass

beads are poured into the channel with a funnel at a fixed
position upstream. The glass beads have a density of ρ =

2.5 g/cm3 and spherical shape. For the following exper-
iments different grain size mixtures are used with diam-
eters d ranging between 400-425µm, 450-500µm, 560-
600 µm, 710-750µm, and 800-850µm. The selected
range allows the comparison between the different grain
sizes at a fixed Reynolds number. At larger grain sizes
vflow has to be increased to trigger grain motion, and
vice versa. The diameters are separated by multiple siev-
ing. For the corresponding mean diameters  d we obtain
412 µm, 475 µm, 580 µm, 725 µm, and 825 µm, respec-
tively. The different sizes of the barchan dunes are se-
lected by weighing different amounts of glass beads. The
selected masses m amount to 2.17 g, 3.25 g, 6.5 g, 9.75 g,
13 g, 16.25 g, and 19.5 g, with an error of ±0.005 g.

A charge-coupled device (CCD) camera (Lumenera
Lw11059) with a horizontal resolution of 4008× 2672
pixels and a maximum frame rate of 5 fps is used for
the measurements. The camera is placed in front of the
straight part of the channel and records side views of
the glass bead heaps and the developing barchan dunes,
respectively. The lighting is done with a luminescent
tube above the gap of the section of measurements to
illuminate the upper surface.

From pictures like Fig. 2a) the height profile of the
barchan is extracted by finding the lowest gradient from
dark to bright. In Fig. 2b) the border of the dune is drawn
as a black line. We also indicate five dots which repre-
sent the characteristic positions of a barchan: windward-
bottom, crest, brink, lee-bottom and the center of mass
(c.o.m.). The centroid of the two-dimensional border
line indicates the center of mass of the barchan and
serves to determine the mean dune velocity  v. The other
four points are determined by using the first and second
derivative of the smoothed height profile, obtained by uti-
lizing a Gaussian filter. The crest is located at the highest
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FIGURE 3. Final aspect ratio H∞/L∞ for different barchan
sizes and different mean grain diameters  d. The crosses denote
the averaged final aspect ratio for each barchan mass m. The
solid line is a guide to the eye.

point of the dune. The brink lies at the maximum of the
second derivative. The windward- and lee-bottom lie at
the minima of the second derivative.

The experiments always start with an elevated triangu-
lar heap. During the time of measurements the heap be-
comes lower and longer until its shape reaches its steady-
state form. It has been shown that the migration veloc-
ity of the dune takes a constant value instantaneously.
Mass conservation is maintained all the time [10]. More-
over, the relaxation time towards the attractor increases
with mass and decreases with the flow velocity of the
driving water flow. The final barchan dune attractor does
not have the same shape for different flow velocities and
different barchan dune sizes, that means that there is no
scale invariance [3].

The final barchan dune attractor is reached when the
ratioH/L becomes constant. The heightH and the length
L are defined as shown in Fig. 2b). To get a quantitative
statement about the steady state, we fit the empirical
function

H
L

=
H∞
L∞

+ae−
t
τ (1)

to the temporal evolution of H/L [10]. The attractor is
represented by the offset H∞/L∞ of Eq. (1). The aspect
ratio a describes the deviation of the initial aspect ratio
from its steady state valueH∞/L∞. The parameter τ is the
relaxation time for a triangular heap to achieve the stable
shape of a steady-state barchan dune.

The dependence of the final aspect ratio H∞/L∞ on
the mean grain diameter  d as a function of the size of
the barchan dunes is shown in Fig. 3. The aspect ratio
H∞/L∞ depends on the dune size. To get a better measure
we averaged the final aspect ratios for each barchan size.
The resulting mean aspect ratios are plotted as crosses
in Fig. 3. For each grain mixture the deviation of H∞/L∞
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Evolution of megaripples from a flat bed
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a b s t r a c t

Megaripples in Nahal Kasuy in the southern Negev desert of Israel are characterized by a mean wave-
length of about 70 cm and by a bimodal distribution of coarse and fine particle sizes, the latter of which
is necessary for megaripple formation. The goal of the following work was to explore long-term megar-
ipple evolution and its dependence on wind power and directionality and to study the grain-size distri-
bution by advanced grain-size analysis as a process indicator. Temporal dynamics of wind power such as
drift potential (DP) were measured, and samples taken from megaripple crests were analyzed for grain
size distribution (GSD) as the megaripple evolved from a flat bed. The GSD was initially unimodal, but
it became more bimodal as the ripples grew. At the ripple crest, GSD is sensitive to storms that blow from
directions perpendicular to the prevailing winds. These storms can slow the process of ripple recovery as
the layer of coarse particles at the crest become finer. After two years the megaripples recovered almost
fully, but a series of storms destroyed them and created small ripples in their place. Such complete ripple
destruction can occur only when the megaripples are high enough (!5 cm in Nahal Kasuy), i.e., the crest
must be above the saltation layer. Thus, periods of megaripple construction are ended by destructive epi-
sodes due to strong storms, and the process repeats itself. At the larger scale, the ripple dimensions of
different plots may cause them to respond differently to the same storms.

! 2012 Published by Elsevier B.V.

1. Introduction

Aeolian ripples, which form regular patterns on sandy beaches
and desert floors, indicate the instability of flat sand surfaces under
the wind-induced transport of sand grains. Two different kinds of
sand ripple are observed in nature—normal ripples and megarip-
ples (Bagnold, 1941; Sharp, 1963). Their main features are summa-
rized in Table 1. Megaripples from various locations are shown in
Fig. 1, together with the grain size distributions (GSDs) of samples
taken from the crests.

Megaripples have been described in many places, among them
the Kelso Dunes and Coachella Valley sands in Southern California
(Sharp, 1963), in the Libyan desert (Bagnold, 1941; El-Baz, 1986),
the northern Sinai (Tsoar, 1990), Swakopmund, Namibia, (Fryber-
ger et al., 1992), northeastern Iceland (Mountney and Russell,
2004), the coast of northeastern Brazil (Yizhaq, 2008) and on the
Great Sand Dunes National Park and Preserve in south-central
Colorado (Zimbelman et al., 2009). Enormous megaripples were
documented in Carachi Pampa, Argentina, at a height of 4000 m
above mean sea level (Milana, 2009). Composed of volcanic peb-
bles, these megaripples were formed by the action of extremely
strong winds (probably the strongest winds known on Earth,

!400 km/h). Megaripple wavelengths were up to 43 m and their
heights were about 2.3 m (Milana, 2009) with a crest maximum
grain size of 19 mm.

The physical mechanism responsible for the formation of sand
ripples is the action of the wind on loose sand. When wind strength
exceeds some threshold, grains displaced by the direct action of
the wind are lifted into the air. However, even strong winds cannot
keep sand grains suspended indefinitely (they are too heavy), and
therefore, they eventually fall to the ground. During their flight,
sand grains reach velocities that are approximately equal to that
of the wind. Upon impact with the ground surface, the grains im-
part energy and momentum into the sand and eject other grains.
For sufficiently high wind velocities, the bombardment by sand
grains accelerated by the wind generates a cascade process, creat-
ing an entire population of saltating grains ‘‘hopping’’ on the sand
surface. When the saltating, high-energy grains collide with the
bed, their impacts eject smaller, lower energy grains, termed rep-
tons (Andreotti, et al, 2004) . The windward slope, characterized
by small bumps, is subjected to more impacts than the lee slope.
As such, the flux of reptons is higher uphill than downhill, which
causes the bumps to increase in size. Size analyses of grains from
different parts of the megaripples and from normal ripples showed
that a bimodal mixture of grain sizes is needed for megaripple for-
mation and that the coarse particles are more abundant at the crest
(Isenberg et al., 2011; Yizhaq et al., 2009).

1875-9637/$ - see front matter ! 2012 Published by Elsevier B.V.
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.aeolia.2012.05.001
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“Minidunes from Megagrains”
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Megaripples formation hinges on sand sorting
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But sand sorting hinges on the wind conditions



Intermittent wind fluctuations
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Megaripples = transient bedforms 
contingent on intermittent wind fluctuations
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Summary

wind -> saltation -> ripples

turbulent symmetry breaking -> dunes

broken scale invariance -> mesoscale, size 
selection, wavelength gap

sand sorting -> megaripples = minidunes from 
megagrains in the forbidden wavelength gap

contingent on intermittent                               
wind fluctuations  



Thank you for your attention! 


